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TalkIQ Integration with SalesLoft
Deep insight into the voice of your customers
TalkIQ helps companies discover critical insights from every customer
phone conversation, at every point in the lifecycle of the customer
relationship.

Proprietary Enterprise Speech Recognition (ESR) with
Natural Language Processing for Actionable Insights

68% of sales conversations
still happen over the phone

TalkIQ’s internally developed enterprise-specific speech recognition (ESR)
capability combines with natural language processing and machine learning
to extract meaning from all of your conversations with your customers.

Accurate call summaries
Get access to intelligent and accurate summaries of every conversation you
and your teams have with your customers, courtesy of TalkIQ enterprise
speech recognition, ESR. An easy to understand dialogue view, much like a
text-message conversation, shows you who is saying what.

Flexible ability to immediately access any point in any call
Listening to hours of calls takes too long. TalkIQ enables you to go to any
point in any call in seconds, click to listen, and then share immediately.
Identity key moments in your conversations for nuanced insight into the
sales process and contextual insight, so you can take action.

Summary views by lead, opportunity, and account
Get the right data at the right time, organized by lead, opportunity, and
account — summary data mapped exactly the way you want to see it, so you



know what is going on at a glance.

All of this with 3 clicks for SalesLoft customers
More at https://tinyurl.com/salesloft-talkiq
At an 8.8% word error rate, TalkIQ’s enterprise speech recognition (ESR) approaches human error rate of
6% and is typically twice as accurate as generic open API options others use.

“Now, with a few clicks, SalesLoft customers
can unlock powerful post-call insights, and
have an opportunity to upgrade to our
advanced features like real-time call analysis.”

“TalkIQ’s proprietary technology does an
incredibly heavy lift — speech recognition, natural
language processing, machine learning — to
deliver clear value to our customers in a way
that’s easy to act on for benefit.”

— Bill Hoppin, EVP Sales, Marketing & Alliance, TalkIQ
— Sean Kester VP Product Marketing, SalesLoft

Activate TalkIQ in 5 Minutes
Seamless integration is essential to modern sales professionals, who don’t have time for integration and
sales operations complexity. We’ve made it incredibly easy for SalesLoft customers to get started.

Go to www.talkiq.com/partners/salesloft and then:

Click
The SalesLoft login button

Enter

Go

Name, title, email, and (optional)

Enter your SalesLoft credentials

mobile number

and then get started immediately

And let TalkIQ help you optimize

with TalkIQ.

your experience and get the most
out of the capabilities.

About TalkIQ
TalkIQ helps companies understand and take action on the most important insights from every phone conversation
their businesses have with their customers at every point in the lifecycle of a customer relationship. TalkIQ’s
proprietary enterprise speech recognition (ESR) capabilities offer the most accurate call summaries available. These
are then are analyzed via natural language processing along with machine learning to extract key insights from
conversations. The solutions are tailored to thrive in high-volume sales and service environments and are ready to
drive efficiency throughout teams, reduce ramp and training time, drive more deals, and quantify the voice of the
customer.

About SalesLoft
SalesLoft has created the Modern Sales Engagement Platform, allowing you to reach prospects faster and more
effectively. SalesLoft helps your modern sales organization set and execute on a cadence of phone, email, and social
communications so you can convert more target accounts into customer accounts.



We’re constantly working to add new capabilities to better serve our customers’ needs.
We welcome feedback and suggestions. Email us at support@talkiq.com.

